Patara Prince Resort onsite Spa, 4 Swimming
Pools, Sea Access Tennis
Summary
Fully refurbished properties with all modern amenities located in stunning gardens and direct access to blue flag
sea water.

Description
Thank you for considering my property for your holiday, I know choosing the ideal property to stay at is so
important so I hope the details below give you as much information as you need. The Olive Garden is a charming 2
bedroom villa that sleeps 4, set in the beautiful resort of Patara Prince, Kalkan. The villa is set in an ideal, secluded
location within the resort, but is still only a two minute walk from the Patara Prince hotel and a 5 minute walk down
some steps to the two pools overlooking the blue flag awarded sea. The villa is in a fantastic position surrounded by
olive trees and stunning pink bougainvillea. It has everything you need for a relaxing holiday in the picturesque
resort of Kalkan and was fully refurbished. Inside, the villa has traditional stone walls and marble floors that keep
the rooms lovely and cool during the hot summer months. Hot and cold air conditioning is available in both
bedrooms if needed. It has a fully equipped kitchen and a lovely lounge area where you can sit and look out to sea.
There is a large terrace outside with a covered roof which has stunning views towards sea and Kalkan beyond,
perfect for relaxing with a glass of wine. The Cactus Garden is a recent addition due to the popularity of The Olive
Garden and is located at the top of the Patara Prince Resort close to the infinity pool and mini market. Again fully
refurbished to offer everything you could require for your holiday the property has a light and airy double bedroom,
a mood lit wetroom and very comfortable living space with a sofa bed. There is also a full kitchen and breakfast bar
with a washing machine, microwave, kettle, toaster etc. Patara Prince Resort is a simply unique and stunning

location within Kalkan, architecturally designed by Turhan Kaso the resort has lush gardens, breathtaking sea
views, tennis courts, four swimming pools, direct access to Blue Flag sea waters, an on site spa and bar and
restaurant facilities. Not to mention the shuttle bus to take you around the resort, shuttle boat to Kalkan and the
24hr security giving you the perfect escape to relax and unwind. The Properties have everything you need for a
comfortable stay and are appointed to a high standard, include private high speed WiFi and safety deposit boxes.
Kalkan for those that do not know is one of the most romantic locations in Turkey and I look forward to helping you
discover Kalkan and your perfect holiday.

Map
Address: Kalkan Mahallesi, Zeytinlik Cd. No:210, 07580 Kaş/Antalya, Turkey
Zip/Postal Code:
Latitude / Longitude: 36.25272526334448 / 29.417795931738283

Image type unknown
http://maps.google.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=36.25272526334448,29.417795931738283&zoom=15&markers=36.25272526334448,2

Accommodation, facilities, utilities
Villa
Bedroom(s): 2 ( 4 Sleeps )
Bathroom(s): 1
Suitability
Long term rentals: No
Pets: No
Smoke: No smoking
Children: Yes, great for kids
Wheelchair: No
Elderly or infirm: Not suitable
Holiday type
Family
Outdoor facilities
Garden

Activities
Local activities:
Tennis

Rates
-

Nightly rate
Week Weekend

Rate summary -

Weekly Monthly Min. Stay Change-over
£583

-

5 Nights

-

-

Nightly rate
Week Weekend

Weekly Monthly Min. Stay Change-over

No rates available

Policies
Check in: 00:00, Check out: 00:00

